Caltech Frankenstein Packet

Some Trees, his first collection, won the 1956 Yale Younger Poets Prize, a prize selected by W.H. Auden, upon whom he had written his senior thesis at Harvard.  The poet laureate of New York State from 2001 to 2003, his surrealist-influenced, syntactically experimental work has won nearly every major American poetry award.  FTP, who won the National Book Critics Circle Award, National Book Award, and Pulitzer Prize all for 1975's Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror?
Answer: John Ashbery

He is a ninth-grader with short red hair and freckles, and was mistakenly depicted as having cancer "in his ass", which was used to draw a special visit from his favorite band, Radiohead. His worst moment came at a chili cookoff, where he attempted to humiliate Eric Cartman by making him eat a mass of pubic hair. FTP, name this South Park character who "Must Die" in a 5th season episode title, whom Cartmen got vengeance on by tricking him into eating his own dead parents.
A: Scott Tenorman

8.  The males are one-third longer than the females and about twice as heavy, and, among cetaceans (suh-TAY-shuns) they exhibit the greatest size difference across genders.  Their diet consists of squid, octopus, shark, and a variety of bony fish, and their habitat range is incredibly extensive; they can be found in any ice-free deep ocean waters.  Reaching lengths up to sixty feet, they are the largest of the toothed whales, and they were hunted in the 18th and 19th centuries for a semi-liquid waxy oil used in candle production and found in the whale’s head cavity.  FTP, name these whales with really huge heads, like Moby Dick.  
Ans: sperm whales  (FYI—that waxy oil was called spermaceti, hence “sperm” whales.)

The first major threat of this era was an uprising in Hitachi by Taira no Masakado, and later by the Hogen Rebellion, during which the warrior class entered the court. Tendai and Shingon Buddhism spread throughout Japan, and the Mt.Hiei  monks became important through their proximity to the capital at present-day Kyoto. The Genpei Rebellion ended, FTP, what period in Japanese history followed by the Kamakura Shogunate, often seen as the peak of the Imperial Court?
A: The Heian Period

The protagonist sleeps in a cupboard in the family trailer as a child, and she polishes the glass jars containing her mother’s stillborn children and the urn containing her grandfather’s ashes daily.  She doesn’t have any special talent, but she dotes on her oldest brother Arturo, who has fins instead of arms and legs.  With the most popular tent on the thoroughfare, Arturo the Aqua Boy uses his power to establish a cult of loyal followers who get parts of their bodies surgically removed to achieve peace, isolation, and purity.  In spite of his ruthlessness, the protagonist, an albino hunchback named Olympia, loves him anyway and has a daughter by him named Miranda.  Arty, Oly, Iphy, Elly, and Chick are all characters, FTP, in what novel by Katherine Dunn about a family of circus freaks?
Ans: Geek Love

It is the phenomenon used in RICH detectors, such as the one in ALICE at the LHC. It was cited as a side effect of the propulsion mechanism in Starship Troopers, and more notably as the cause of the blue glow emitted when Federation Starships are hit by enemy fire in the Star Trek Universe. It is analagous to bow shock, or sonic boom, but with electromagnetic waves. FTP, what is this type of radiation, named for a 1958 Nobel Prize Winner, emitted when a particle travels faster than the speed of light in a given medium.
Answer: Čerenkov Radiation

Born in England in 1907, this Oxford-educated poet and became hugely influential in both America and the UK. His poem “September 1, 1939” contains many quotable lines, including “Those to whom evil is done / Do evil in return” and “We must love one another or die.” Another poem of his, “Funeral Blues,” was debatably written for a lover who’d passed away. The poem’s last stanza includes the memorable line “Pack up the moon and dismantle the sun.” FTP, who was this master poet and “splendid bugger” whose work was read as a eulogy in the movie “Four Weddings and a Funeral”?
A: W.H. Auden

Born in Peperga in the Netherlands, he was the directer of the Dutch West India Company in Curacao for two years. Credited with introducing tea to the colonies, he had founded three schools in his own. During an attack on the Spanish island of San Martin, he lost a leg, and his namesake high school's team are still known as "Peglegs". FTP, name this last Dutch Director-General of New Netherlands, who laid out expansions that would serve as landmarks in present-day New York.
A: Peter Stuyvesant

The first experimental deviation from it came with evidence about neutrino oscillation from Super-Kamiokande - it resulted in 10 additional parameters. Its parameters are apparently incompatible with life, according to arguments about the anthropic principle. Its two greatest defects are that noncommutative geometry is still a problem in quantum field theories, and that numerous parameters cannot be independently calculated. FTP, name this theory, developed in the early 1970s, which describes three of the four known fundamental interactions in particle physics.
A: The Standard Model

This semi-autobiographical novel was published in 1987, three years before its film adaptation (starring Meryl Streep and Shirley MacLaine) was released. The novel involves a movie actress trying to rehabilitate her life without drugs, after suffering an overdose. The novel’s heroine (pun intended) goes back to acting after rehab, and the novel changes to third-person narrative. The previous sections were written in epistolary form, which somewhat explains its title. FTP, name this novel by Carrie “Princess Leia” Fisher.
Postcards from the Edge

(c) Until 2006, she was one of only three real people to be featured in Pez dispenser-form and appeared alongside Daniel Boone and the “Captain” Paul Revere, as part of an Americana-theme series intended to coincide with the U.S. bicentennial.  Tourists can walk through her heavily-restored, 267-year-old house in Philadelphia, where she is believed to have lived from 1773 to 1785. Born to a Quaker family and trained as an upholsterer, who, FTP, is this legendary woman, credited with sewing the first American flag?
Ans: Betsy Ross

The word "Archipelago" originally referred to this body of water and its islands. Souda and Chania are bays on its southern edge, the Myrtoan Sea among the ones on its westers, and Edremit on the east. Most of the many volcanic islands there belong to one country; only Bozcaada and Gokceada belong to Turkey. FTP, name this European sea, other islands in which include the Cyclades, Euboea, and Crete.
A: The Aegean Sea

The historian Al-Omari discovered the inhabitants of Cairo praising this leader over a decade after he had last been seen there. His journey there had traveled through the cities of Tuat and Walata after leaving the capital Niani, and continued on to Mecca, at the head of a 60000 man caravan. FTP, name this fourteenth-century ruler who was reported to have flooded the gold markets of the Near East on his haj, the most famous ruler of the Mali Empire.
A: Mansa Musa

It began as a licensed port of Star Castle, which required you to shoot away three sets of rotating shields. Avenging the destruction of Razak IV, you must destroy the barrier around the evil Qotile, which can transform into the deadly Swirl, and fire your Zorlon Cannon through the gap. Except in the Neutral Zone, where no weapons have any effect. FTP, name this best-selling 1981 title for the Atari 2600, where your hero is a reversal of the name of Atari CEO Ray Kassar.
A: Yar's Revenge

It came into common use in English from Urdu, where it is used generically.  In northern Africa it may be used to indicate rulership.  More typically, people holding this title have formal training in hadith and fiqh, may teach in madrasahs, and will have frequently memorized the Koran.  Unlike “imam”, this word is predominantly used in non-Arabic speaking countries.  FTP, give this term, applied to Dadullah and Mohammed Omar, for an Islamic cleric.

Answer:  mullah

Cited along with the Kargil War as examples of modern mountain warfare, it dealt with the territorial implications of the 1865 Johnson Line and 1907 McMahon Line. After unrest following the flight of the Dalai Lama, army units began their "Forward Policy" under B.M. Naul, which led first to withdrawal, and then violence on October 10, 1962. Occurring over territory in Arunachal Pradesh and Aksai Chin, FTP, what short and inconclusive conflict lasted two months between nations in contention over their Himalayan borders?
A: The Sino-Indian War (accept clear knowledge equivalents)

Its name in its original language means "cocoon" or "silly" and derives from a root meaning "raw material". Mentioned in the Sanhedrin Tractate of the Talmud, as well as Psalm 139, it refers to an uncultivated person in the former, and both mention its inability to speak. The word "emet" is written on their foreheads, and a prominent story about them features Rabbi Judah Leow of Prague. FTP, name this creature from Jewish folklore, an animate being created from inanimate material.
A: Golem

Flattus Maximus is from Home, is illiterate, and attributes his style to a vegetarian diet. Balsac the Jaws of Death weighs 12 tons and his age is pi X 10^21,000,000. Beefcake the Mighty's from the planet Cholesterol and invented music by stretching dinosaur guts across the Grand Canyon. Oderus Urungus, the lead singer, was assembled on the planet Scumdogia. Salute your inhuman overlords and FTP, name this shock-rock band, who came from across the galaxy to destroy all life on Eart.
A: GWAR

In his later years, he took up residence at the court of Artaxias of Armenia and Prusias I of Bithynia, leading naval expeditions against Roman allies. Betrayed by Massinisa in 206, he had been deprived of the cavalry he had guided to victory at Cardoniac, the Trebia, and Lake Trasimene. Blind in one eye following the descent into Italy, FTP, name this victor at the Battle of Cannae, who led Carthaginian troops in a great war against Rome and crossed the Alps with elephants.
A: Hannibal Barca
There are over 400 species in this plant genus worldwide, and they can reproduce by means of scalariform or lateral conjugation. They are most commonly found in relatively clean freshwater habitats, and on a sunny day, oxygen bubbles released by photosynthesis buoy massive clusters of these organisms to the surface. These clusters look like stringy green mats and feel slimy to keep other creatures from attaching themselves to these underwater plants. The chloroplasts are embedded in the peripheral cytoplasm, and their helical arrangement provided the inspiration for the genus’ name. FTP, name this type of filamentous green algae that shares its name with an American jazz fusion band and a British folk band from the seventies.
Ans: Spirogyra




BONI

Given a prominent meeting or congress between the European Powers, name the main British representative, FTPE:
1. Congress of Vienna
A: Viscount Castlereagh (Also the Duke of Wellington, or the Earl of Clancarty)
2. Congress of Berlin
A: Benjamin Disraeli (or the Marquess of Salisbury)
3. The Treaty of Versailles
A: David Lloyd George

Answer these questions about the Stations of the Cross, FTPE.

A.  The traditional version includes Jesus doing this three times, not mentioned in any gospels.

Answer:  falls (accept equivalents)

B.  In response, this pope created the “Scriptural Way of the Cross”, an alternative set of stations solely based on biblical references.

Answer:  Pope John Paul II

C.  Within 1, how many stations are there?

Answer:  14 (accept 13 or 15)



Name these mountains of our current state of residence, California, FTPE:
This peak, the highest in Yosemite National Park at 13,114 feet, lies at the southeast end of the Cathedral Range.
A: Mount Lyell
Memorably described by Joaquin Miller, this stratovolcano is the largest peak in the Cascades and is very popular for moutain climbers and as a seasonal ski resort.
A: Mount Shasta
This is the highest peak in California, nay, the contiguous US, at 14, 505 feet.
A: Mount Whitney

For Ten Points Each, name these prominent Boston Celtics critical to their repeated success in the 1980s.
1. This center, nicknamed "The Chief", played the entire decade with the Celtics and was the oldest player to ever play in the NBA, at 43 in 1997.
A: Robert Parish
2. This former Finals MVP for the Bullets was the point guard for two Celtics championships. He died earlier this year, then the coach of the DL Austin Toros.
A: Dennis Johnson
3. This Current Director of Basketball Operations for the Celtics was drafted out of BYU in 1981. He played small forward.
A: Danny Ainge

Identify these things related to the chemistry behind chocolate, FTPE.
1. This bitter alkaloid of the cacao plant is a purine with two methyl groups; it stimulates the heart and nervous system less than caffeine, and is the element poisonous to dogs.
A: Theobromine (or xantheose)
2. Chocolate contains epicatechin, a member of this class of secondary metabolites, which are useful antioxidants.
A: Flavonoids (accept bio-)
3. Chocolate is known to affect the levels of this monoamine neurotransmitter synthesized in the gastrointestinal tract, which affects mood and body temperature.
A: Serotonin

Name these important Korean rulers, FTPE:
1. This first president of South Korea held power during the Korean War, but was actually exiled in 1960 following a rigged election scandal.
A: Syngman Rhee (or Yi Seungman)
2. Rhee's opposing leader in the Korean war was this dictator who also was the first leader of his nation as an independent entity.
A: Kim Il Sung
3. The last actual monarch of a united Korea was this last emperor of the Joseon dynasty who was deposed by the Japanese in 1910.
A: Emperor Sunjong (or the Yunghuei Emperor)

Identify these things about Gothic Literature FTPE:
1. Most academics agree that the genre of gothic literature was started by this 1764 book by Horace Walpole
A: The Castle of Otranto
2. The 1794 book The Mysteries of Udolpho, concerning Emily St. Aubert, trapped in a castle, was written by this author.
A: Ann Radcliffe
3. This Matthew Gregory Lewis work involving a clergyman who commits crimes of lust is noted for its inclusion of witchcraft, demonic possession, and the character of the Wandering Jew.
A: The Monk

FTSNOP, answer these questions about street gangs.
5 points each: These two gangs are perhaps best well known for their colors, red and blue, and their intense rivalry. Both gangs started in west LA, and both now have over 30,000 members.
Answer: Crips and Bloods (either order)
10 points: This gang originated in LA to protect El Salvadorian youth, but now has a large smuggling business in Mexico and frequently targets American border patrols. They boast over 100,000 members in the US and central America.
Answer: Mara Salvatrucha or MS-13 (prompt on partial answers, do not accept incorrect numbers)
10 points: Give the full name of the U.S. governmental organizations tasked with stopping gang violence, which is part of the FBI.
Answer: National Gang Intelligence Center (prompt on partial answers)

(np) FTPE, identify this Mughal emperors.
1) He was the first Mughal emperor and should not be confused with a cartoon elephant created by Jean de Brunhoff in 1931. 
Babur or Babar or Baber the Great
2) This Mughal emperor is most famous for building an enormous tomb for his wife, Mumtaz Mahal.
Shah Jahan 
3) With his wife, Zinat Mahal, this last Mughal Emperor was exiled to Rangoon in 1858.
Bahadur Shah or Bahadur Shah II or Zafar

Answer the following about related legends FTPE
It was prophesied to Odysseus that his journeys would only be over after he took one of these items and walked inland until the locals mistook it for a winnowing fan.
Answer: Oar or Paddle
That prophecy was related by this blind Theban prophet, who Hera once transformed into a woman for seven years.
Answer: Tiresias
The legend of this prophecy fed into that of this mythical Irish land of perpetual mirth, which a sailor may find by walking inland with an oar over his shoulder until he is asked what he’s carrying.
Answer: Fiddler’s Green

Answer these questions about the Mexican-American War, FTPE.
This author was jailed because he refused to pay taxes which supported the war.
Answer: Henry David Thoreau
This general was ordered to invade Mexico from Veracruz, from which he routed thousands of Mexican soldiers.
Answer: General Winfield Scott
Within 5%, about how much of the original Mexican territory was ceded to the U.S. after the end of the war?
Answer: 40% (accept anywhere from 35%-45%)

(c) It’s not that easy being green, but FTPE, identify the following Earth-friendly holidays from the date and location of their first observance:
a)  April 10, 1874.   Nebraska
Ans:  Arbor Day
b)  June 5, 1972.  worldwide
Ans:  World Environment Day
c)   March 31, 2007.  Sydney, Australia
Ans:  Earth Hour

(np) FTPE, identify these films directed by Orson Welles,
1) Based on the life of William Randolph Hearst, the American Film Institute has declared it the greatest American film of all time.
Citizen Kane
2) Adapted from a Pulitzer prize-winning novel by Booth Tarkinton, its ending was changed dramatically by RKO and much of the film’s original print has been lost.
The Magnificent Ambersons
3)  Based on an episode of the radio series “The Lives of Harry Lime,” this film follows smuggler Guy Van Stratten as he tries to uncover a man’s past. 
Mr. Arkadin or Confidential Report

Name these deficiency diseases FTPE:
(10) If your teeth feel loose from the balanced diet of the college student, you may be suffering from this, also known as Cheadle's Disease.
A: Scurvy
(10) If you're not getting enough Vitamin D or calcium, you may develop this disorder, a softening of the bones in children, often resulting in deformed legs.
A: Rickets
(10) This disease results from lack of Niacin and proteins containing tryptophan, and is common in cultures with corn-based diets.
A: Pellagra


Name these authors of the Later Roman Empire, FTPE:
1. This sixth century Byzantine bureaucrat wrote a History of the Goths, Getica, as his family had served a warlord some generations back.
A: Jordanes
2. This Father of the Church and Bishop of Milan worked steadfastly to purify Christianity in the fourth century AD, despite having no theological training. 
A: Saint Ambrose
3. This Bishop of Hippo until 430 wrote one of the first autobiographies, the Confessions, and also the City of God.
A: Saint Augustine

Five for one, 10 for 2, 20 for three or 30 for all four, given a Universal monster, give the actor who portrayed him in the first film in the series.
The Invisible Man 			Answer: Claude Rains
The Wolfman				Answer: Lon Cheney Jr.
The Mummy				Answer: Boris Karloff
The Creature from the Black Lagoon 	Answer: Ricou Browning or Ben Chapman


FTPE, name these living things which have difficulty fitting into normal taxonomy.
1. A complete particle of this, little more than a gene transporter, consists in its simplest form of nucleic acid surrounded by a protective coat of protein called a capsid. Named after Latin for "toxin".
A: Virus
2. Sometimes classified within viruses, these plant pathogens consist of a short stretch of circular, single-stranded RNA without a protein coat.
A: Viroids
3. These particles lack even nucleic acid, and are said to propagate by refolding abnormally into a structure they can manipulate.
A: Prions

Name the poem from lines, 30-20-10
(30) Yonder before us all lie/ Deserts of vast eternity
(20) But at my back I always hear/ Time's winged chariot drawing near
(10) Had we but world enough, and time/ this coyness, lady, were no crime
A: To his coy mistress

(c) Answer the following about organizations dedicated to wildlife conservation, FTPE:
a) With nearly 5 million members in 100 countries, this organization strives to “preserve the diversity and abundance of life on Earth and the health of ecological systems.”  Its famous logo features a beloved endangered animal named Chi Chi and was designed by founder Sir Peter Scott in 1961.
Ans: The WWF, World Wildlife Federation, World Wide Fund for Nature (but not WWFN)
b)  Through publications like Ranger Rick and Your Big Back Yard, television programs like the Backyard Habitat Series, and an on-line field guide of flora and fauna at Enature.com, this organization aims to educate and inspire people, as well as protecting and restoring wildlife habitats.  It is also the largest private, nonprofit, conservation education and advocacy organization in the United States.
Ans: The NWF, National Wildlife Federation
c)  This self-proclaimed “most effective wildlife conservation organization” prides itself on its high standards of accountability, and for its ability to successfully complete the “impossible missions” it takes on.  Some of its initiatives include Project Delphis, a dolphin cognition research program; DriftNetwork, an anti-driftnet campaign; and Save The Whales International, an education program.
Ans: Earthtrust

(marc)  Sure, Sudoku is everywhere, but, in the author’s humble opinion, some less well-known Japanese logic puzzles are a lot more interesting. Identify the following three from descriptions FTPE
a. This puzzle looks like a crossword of numbers. In each row or column, fill in a unique set of numbers so that its sum across or down matches the number provided beside or above.
kakuro (accept “cross-sums” or “cross-addition”)
b. Given a number of rectangular areas in a grid, blacken some squares in each area (sometimes the number of squares to blacken appears in the area) without any black squares touching orthogonally and without isolating any white squares. 
heyawake (accept “divided rooms”)
c. When finished, this puzzle has a continuous wall of black squares, surrounding isolated areas of white squares. Each white area has one square with a number in it, denoting the number of squares in that area.
nurikabe (accept “cell structure” or “islands in the stream”)

